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Transverse surface-induced polarization at the interface between a chiral nematic
liquid crystal and a substrate

Ishtiaque M. Syed and Charles Rosenblatt*
Department of Physics, Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio 44106-7079

~Received 25 November 2002; published 17 April 2003!

A chiral nematic liquid crystal that is tilted by an angleu i with respect to a substrate is subjected to an ac
electric field at frequencyv applied parallel to the substrate. The nematic director is found to oscillate
azimuthally about the normal to the liquid crystal–substrate interface at frequencyv, indicating that a nonzero
polarization perpendicular to the molecular tilt plane exists at the interface. The interfacial polarization, an-
choring strength coefficient, and bulk viscosity are obtained by measurements of the oscillation amplitude as a
function of v.
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In 1975, Meyeret al. demonstrated the existence of fe
roelectricity for chiral molecules in the smectic-C phase, also
known as the smectic-C* phase@1#. Owing to the system’s
C2 symmetry, a spontaneous electric polarization of mag
tude P0 lies perpendicular to the tilt plane of the molecul
and parallel to the smectic layers. In simple mean-fi
theory, the polarization is proportional to the polar tilt ang
u, although deviations have been observed due to hig
order couplings betweenP0 and u @2–6#. Nearly 12 years
ago, the possibility that such a polarization may exist in
nematicphase composed of chiral molecules that are tilted
a substrate interface was examined@7#. Owing to C1 sym-
metry at the interface, one would expect to find a ‘‘transve
polarization’’ perpendicular to the molecular tilt plan
~analogous to that in the smectic-C* phase!, as well as a
component of polarization normal to the interface. In ord
to examine the transverse polarization, we applied a str
magnetic fieldH to a homeotropically aligned cell, inducin
a bend Fre´edericksz transition at a threshold fieldHth . Since
the surface anchoring strength is finite forH@Hth , a polar
tilt u i is obtained at the interface. An ac electric fieldE at
angular frequencyv was then applied perpendicular to th
polarization vector and parallel to the interface, causing
director to oscillate azimuthally by an anglew i ~at frequency
v). It was found that the oscillation amplitudew i is propor-
tional to the applied electric field, demonstrating the ex
tence of a transverse surface-induced polarization. Never
less, because it was necessary to use a magnetic fie
generate a significant nonzero polar tilt at the surface,
polar angleu(z) by necessity varied with positionz through-
out the bulk. This precluded proper analysis of both the
angle dependence and the dynamic aspects of this effec

Very recently, we showed@8# that it is possible to treat a
particular polyimide, which under ordinary circumstanc
promotes homeotropic alignment, so that the liquid crys
exhibits a large ‘‘pretilt’’ angleu i . By extended baking of
the polyimide SE1211~Nissan Chemicals! and subsequen
rubbing, we found thatu i may be controlled up to'45° for
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the liquid crystal pentylcyanobiphenyl. We suggested that
extra baking enhances the degree of imidization of the po
mer and that the unidirectional rubbing extends the n
more rigid backbone. The director adopts an equilibriu
angleu i that is determined by the relative interactions w
the planar-promoting backbone and the homeotrop
promoting side chains. Although the pretilt angle charac
istics depend on both the polyimide treatment and the na
of the liquid crystal, we have found that the chiral liqu
crystalline mixture SCE12~Merck! can exhibit large values
of u i . Thus, it now becomes possible to examine the tra
verse surface-induced polarization effect in theabsenceof a
magnetic field, facilitating quantitive studies of the tempe
ture, polar tilt angle, and dynamical behavior. In this pap
we report on both the quasistatic and dynamic behavio
this effect, and extract polarization, azimuthal anchor
strength coefficient, and viscosity information from the d
namic data.

An indium-tin-oxide coated glass slide was etched che
cally to leave two parallel conducting strips approximate
l 52 mm apart. This facilitated application of an electr
field E52V/p l in the plane of the cell@7#, whereV is the
potential difference between the electrodes. Both this s
and an ordinary microscope slide were cleaned and then
coated with the polyimide SE1211 and baked at 200° for
to ensure homeotropic alignment. Both slides were th
rubbed with a cotton cloth using a rubbing machine a
placed together, separated by Mylar spacers, in an antip
lel configuration. This configuration of the preferred orien
tion directions of the two polyimide surfaces ensures that
liquid crystal molecules have the same orientation at b
surfaces, as shown in Fig. 1, and thatu(z)5u i throughout
the cell. The thickness at the middle of the cell was measu
by an interferometry technique and found to bed5(3.4
60.1) mm. The cell was then placed in an oven that w
temperature controlled to'10 mK and filled with the chiral
mixture SCE12 in its isotropic phase. The phase sequenc
SCE12 is isotropic 119°C–nematic–82°C –smectic-A–
66°C–smectic-C* . On cooling into the nematic phase
temperatureTNI , the material exhibited the classic finge
print texture of a chiral nematic. However, the pitch of t
mixture is designed to become large (.100 mm) near the
nematic–smectic-A phase transition temperatureTNA . We
found that within 14°C ofTNA , the pitch became sufficiently
d-
©2003 The American Physical Society07-1
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large as to unwind the helix, resulting in a surface-stabiliz
monodomain homeotropic texture@9#.

The beam from a 5-mW He-Ne laser, focused to a s
size of ;80 mm midway between the electrodes, was in
dent on the sample. The beam was polarized at an ang
p/8 with respect to the rubbing direction in the classic
‘‘electroclinic geometry’’@10#. After being recollimated by a
second lens, the beam passed through an analyzer and
photodiode detector. The output of the detector was fed
both a lock-in amplifier that was referenced to the drivi
frequencyv of the electric field, and a dc voltmeter. The
measured the ac intensityI ac at frequencyv and the dc
intensity I dc , respectively.

The electric polarization associated with the tilted chi
molecules at the two surfaces couples to the ac electric fi
causing the director to oscillate azimuthally. The interior
the liquid crystal, which has zero net polarization, is driv
elastically by the surface molecules and thereby oscilla
with the field. To understand the optics, let us consider
Mauguin limit @11,12#–this is also known as ‘‘adiabatic fol
lowing’’ and is the principle behind the twisted nematic d
play, in which the optical polarization rotates with the dire
tor twist. This limit requires 2l/Dn(u i)! helical pitch,
wherel5633 nm is the wavelength of light,Dn(u i)'(ne

2no)u i
2 is the effective optical birefringence, and the effe

tive helical pitch has a lower limit ofpd/w i @13#, wherew i is
the azimuthal orientation at the interface. For extraordin
refractive indexne51.638 and ordinary indexno51.481,
which were measured with an Abbe refractometer and
approximately constant over the temperature range of
experiment, and foru i;0.1 rad, we findDn;0.0015; thus
2l/Dn(u i);1021 cm. Since the effective helical pitc
.1 cm for w i,1023 rad ~see below!, the system is in the
Mauguin limit: The extraordinary and ordinary polarizatio
follow the director’s azimuthal variation through the cell a
emerge at the rear of the cellas if the azimuthal director
orientation were spatially uniform throughout the cell.
fact, in the limit v50 the azimuthal orientationis uniform

FIG. 1. Schematic view of cell. Incident optical polarization
at an angle ofp/8 with respect to they axis in thexy plane. Im-
mediately after cell, analyzer is oriented at an anglep/2 with re-
spect to polarizer. Side view shows that the director is spati
uniform in the absence of an electric field. The polarizationPi

resides at the two interfaces. Application of an electric field cau
a torque on the polarization and an azimuthal rotation of the m
ecules. Front view shows the azimuthal orientation passing thro
w50 as the electric field oscillates with time.
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throughout the cell. At higher frequencies, however, it is n
uniform and the fact that we have adiabatic following of t
light greatly simplifies the analysis of the dynamical beha
ior. Thus, as described above, for our ‘‘electroclinic geo
etry’’ we measure bothI dc and I ac ~at frequencyv); the
azimuthal orientationw i of the director at the interface i
given by w i5I ac/4I dc @10#. Although w(z)<w i in the inte-
rior of the cell, especially at higher driving frequencies, t
Mauguin limit for the optics ensures that the quant
I ac/4I dc corresponds tow i .

At a given temperature, an applied electric field at fr
quency v557 s21 ~corresponding to 9 Hz! was ramped
from 0 to 0.55 statvolts cm21 rms at a rate of 7.6
31024 statvolts cm21sec21 and the intensitiesI ac and I dc
were recorded. We shall see below that this frequency
sufficiently low such that the response of the liquid crysta
quasi-dc, wherein the azimuthal anglew(z) throughout the
cell is approximately uniform and equal tow i . Measure-
ments were made as a function of temperature in the nem
phase and the deduced azimuthal anglesw i(T) vs E are
shown in Fig. 2 at four representative temperatures.

In Fig. 3, we plot the slope ofw i vs E data and see that th
quantity dw i /dE decreases with decreasing temperatu
This behavior is due to the fact that the polar pretilt angleu i
is temperature dependent, and goes to zero near the nem
smectic-A phase transition temperatureTNA . „A detailed
study of the behavior ofu i(T), which is a result of the in-
terplay among anchoring associated withtwo easy axes and
surface-induced smectic order, is reported elsewhere@14#….
In order to determineu i(T), the analyzer and polarizer wer
adjusted to make an angle of 45° with respect to the rubb
direction. A Babinet-Soleil compensator was introduced
tween the sample and the analyzer and was used to mea
the optical retardationa of the cell as a function of tempera
ture. We then determineu i(T) from the relationship
Dn(u i)5la/2pd5none(no

2sin2ui1ne
2cos2ui)

21/22no . De-
duced values ofu i(T) are shown in Fig. 4.

To examine the frequency response, intensity data w
collected atT589°C. The electric-field-induced azimutha

y

s
l-
h

FIG. 2. Amplitude of azimuthal rotationw i vs applied fieldE for
four different temperatures:~a! 83°C, ~b! 87°C, ~c! 91°C, and~d!
95°C.
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anglew i5I ac/4I dc was measured as a function of field at
given frequency, and the quantitydw i /dE was extracted. In
Fig. 5, we showdw i /dE vs frequency.

To understand the results we note that the applied ele
field couples primarily to the two interfacial regions@15#,
which in turn couple elastically to the bulk. The elastic fre
energy density is given byFel5

1
2 k(dw/dz)2, where k

5K22sin2u andK22 is the usual twist elastic constant. Apply
ing the Euler-Lagrange equation and introducing a visco
h, we obtain the diffusion equationhdw/dt5kd2w/dz2 for
the director orientation in the bulk. At a frequencyv, the
magnitude ofw is given by

w5uRe$@A exp~2Aivh/kz!1B exp~Aivh/kz!#eivt%u.
~1!

Taking the two interfaces atz5d/2 andz52d/2, the coef-
ficients A and B are determined by the condition thatdw(z
50,t)/dz50 and by the torque balance equation

2kdw i /dz1Wiw i5PiE ~2!

at either interfacei. The quantityPi is the polarization of the
interfacial layer and has dimensions of charge per u

FIG. 3. dw i /dE vs reduced temperature. Typical error bar
shown.

FIG. 4. Measured polar tilt angleu i vs reduced temperature.
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length. The quantityWi corresponds to the azimuthal ancho
ing strength coefficient and has dimensions of energy
unit area. Assuming that there is a preferred axisw i

pre f50
for azimuthal orientation—this corresponds to the rubb
direction—the energy cost associated with an azimuthal
entation w i that differs from w i

pre f to the lowest order is
1
2 Wi(w i2w i

pre f)2. From the general solution@Eq. ~1!#, the
torque balance equation, and the condition of symmetry
the center of the cell, it is easy to show that the magnitude
dw i /dE is

dw i

dE
5UReH Pie

ivt

Wi2Aivhktanh~dAivh/k/2!
J U . ~3!

At sufficiently low driving frequencydw i /dE'Pi /Wi .
From Fig. 5 we see that the quasi-dc regime correspond
v&100 s21, justifying our use of v557 s21 for the
quasi-dc data reported in Figs. 2 and 3. On symme
grounds we now make the assumption that the ancho
strength coefficientWi}u i

2 for small u i . The dependence o
polarization on tilt angle is more problematical, where
simple mean-field model predicts thatP0}u in the bulk
smectic-C* phase@1#. Assuming the behavior of the nemat
at the interface mimics the behavior in a smectic-C* layer,
the quasi-dc limitdw i /dE'Pi /Wi suggests that the quantit
u idw i /dE should be constant as a function of emperatu
and thus as a function ofu i Examination of Figs. 3 and 4
clearly shows that this isnot the case. In fact, in Fig. 6 we
plot the bulk polarizationP0 vs u in the smectic-C* phase,
as extracted from the manufacturer’s specifications forP0 vs
T and for u vs T. It is obvious that the polarization isnot
linear inu over the range shown. Modifications to the simp
P0}u relationship have been proposed@3,16,17# and gener-
ally involve a coupling term proportional toP0

2u2 in the free
energy. Such a term would result in a polarization of t
form P0}u/(12au2) in the smectic-C* phase, wherea is a
constant. On fitting the manufacturer’sP0 vs u data in Fig.

FIG. 5. dw i /dE vs frequencyv at T589°C. Solid line corre-
sponds to a least-squares three-parameter fit of the data to Eq~3!;
dashed line corresponds to the predicted behavior using a diffe
set of three parameters~see text!.
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~6! to this form, we finda;(5.260.8) rad22 ~solid line!. If
we were to apply this form for polarization to our quasi-
data, Eq. 3 would suggest that the quantityu i(1
2au i

2)dw i /dE would be independent ofT in the quasi-dc
limit. Again, this is not the case asu i(12au i

2)dw i /dE varies
considerably with temperature and even vanishes atTNA .
Thus the formPi}u i /(12au i

2) does not seem to apply a
the interface. An attempt to fit the manufacturer’s data forP0
vs u ~Fig. 6! in the smectic-C* phase to thead hoc form
P0}ub results inb54.560.2 ~dotted line!. On applying this
form to the interfacial polarizationPi , we find that the quan-
tity u i

22bdw i /dE @5u i
22.5dw i /dE# is considerably more

uniform with temperature~Fig. 7!, at least compared to th
previous two scaling forms. Thus, our data indicate that
surface polarizationPi in the nematic phase variesvery rap-
idly with u i , which seems to differ from the behavior of th

FIG. 6. Bulk polarizationP0 vs polar tilt angleu in smectic-C*
phase of SCE12, extracted from manufacturer’s specifications
P0 vs T andu vs T. Solid line represents fit to the formP0}u/(1
2au2) and dotted line to the formP0}ub, whereb54.560.2.

FIG. 7. (dw i /dE)u i
22.5 vs reduced temperature. Data indica

that the interfacial polarizationPi must vary very rapidly withu i ,
at least compared to the behavior in the bulk smectic-C* phase.
04170
e

bulk polarizationP0 in the smectic-C* phase. Indeed, the
observed behavior may be derived from a temperatu
dependent segregation of species that comprise the SC
mixture at the interface, and/or coupling between the t
easy axes proposed as the mechanism that drives the dir
away from homeotropic orientation@14#. Although it is be-
yond the scope of this work, the behavior ofPi vs u i is
clearly a fertile topic for future investigation.

As an aside, we note that measurements ofdw i /dE and of
u i vs T were also made with the racemic version of th
mixture, SCE12R. We found that on examiningdw i /dE at
comparable polar tilt angles for the two materials,dw i /dE
for the racemic mixture was at least two orders of magnitu
smaller than for the chiral material, and generally within t
noise. This clearly demonstrates that the observed phen
enon is due to the chiral symmetry at the interface.

Let us now turn to the frequency-dependent results in F
5. At higher frequencies,dw i /dE becomes small because th
interior of the cell is unable to follow, and exerts a restra
ing elastic force on the interfacial region. We used Eq.~3!
with three free parameters–Pi , Wi , andh –to fit the data in
Fig. 5, wherek5231028 dyn was held fixed. This is a
reasonable value for the projection of the twist elastic c
stant K22 at T589°C (;30 K into the nematic phase!,
whereu i'0.16 rad. The resulting fitted parameters are
layer polarizationPi5(1.160.5)31028 esu cm21, the bulk
viscosityh5(2.461.1)31024 P, and the azimuthal ancho
ing strength coefficientWi5(1.160.5)31025 erg cm22;
the fitted curve is shown by the solid line in Fig. 5. If w
assume that the thickness of the interfacial region is appr
mately a molecular length (;231027 cm), then the effec-
tive volumetric polarization would be'0.06 esu cm22. This
is two orders of magnitude smaller than the correspond
polarizationP0 in the bulk smectic-C* phase~cf. Fig. 6!,
indicating that the coupling of the molecular dipoles to t
local environment is considerably weaker at the nema
substrate interface as compared to a bulk smectic-C* layer.
There are several reasons for the weaker coupling. First
degree of smectic order induced by the substrate is likely
be quite weak so far aboveTNA @18#, and this would tend to
inhibit strong intermolecular correlations associated with
smectic layer. Moreover, the rubbed polyimide in which t
backbone is partially elongated in the plane of the subst
@8,14# is rough on molecular length scales. Finally, the ex
tence of two competing easy axes from the backbones
side chains—this is the likely cause of the macrosco
pretilt (0<u i<p/2) @14#—also may compete in biasing th
dipole moment. The net result is a weaker coupling of
molecular dipoles to the local symmetry, and a reduced
larizationPi . Turning now to the viscosity, a simple scalin
argument would suggest thath5h0u i

2 for small u i . On di-
viding the viscosity by the square of the polar tilt angle, w
obtain an effective viscosityh0'0.01 P. This is an emi-
nently reasonable value, especially given the high temp
ture at which the measurements were performed. Last,
turn to the fitted azimuthal anchoring strength coefficie
Wi . Again we would expect thatWi5W0u i

2 for small u i ,
whereW0 corresponds to the azimuthal anchoring stren

or
7-4
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coefficient in the limit thatu i5p/2. From our fitted value of
Wi , we find thatW0'531024 erg cm22. This figure ap-
pears to be rather small, although reports exist of azimu
anchoring strength coefficient values of the order
1023 erg cm22 @19#; our result is not too much smaller tha
this. We do not have any immediate explanation for o
small value ofW0, although the suggested existence of a p
of easy axes~planar and homeotropic! in part may be respon
sible.

For comparison purposes, the same sort of frequen
dependent measurements were performed at a higher tem
aure,T595°C, whereu i'0.21 rad. As expected from th
larger polar tilt angle at this temperature, the fitted polari
tion Pi5(2.561.0)31028 esu cm21 was enhanced by a fac
tor of '2 compared to theT589°C result. The anchoring
strength coefficientWi5(1.360.5)31025 erg cm22, which
should have been enhanced by more than 50%, in fact is
;15% larger than atT589°C, although this discrepanc
still is within the fitting uncertainty. The viscosityh5(2.7
61.1)31024 P, which might be expected to exhibit Arrhen
ius behavior and decrease at higher temperatures, act
was found to increase by'15%. We feel that the Arrheniu
behavior was more than compensated by the increased
tilt at higher temperature, resulting in an increase in visc
ity.

It is important to note that our data, when fitted to Eq.~3!,
admits other reasonable values for the parameters, espe
if data at high frequencies are given less weight. For
ample, the dotted line in Fig. 5 shows the behavior
dw i /dE at T589°C using the parametersPi52.3
31028 esu cm21, h54.831024 P, and Wi52.331025

erg cm22. First, notice that the ratioPi /Wi is fixed by the
low-frequency behavior ofdw i /dE. Thus, scaling bothPi
andWi by the same factor leaves the low-frequency behav
unchanged. Similarly, the viscosity must increase by
s.

-

.

er

C
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proximately the same factor in order to maintain the cen
part of the curve. The largest deviation from the first fit~solid
line! occurs only in the high-frequency regime. Thus, we fe
that our dynamical data fits are appropriate for obtain
magnitudes ofPi , Wi , andh, as well as demonstrating th
phenomenon of interfacial polarization. However, we do n
have sufficient confidence in the fits to discriminate betwe
fitted parameters that may differ by factors of, e.g., 2.

The results presented in this paper demonstrate that a
ral nematic liquid crystal tilted at an interface exhibits a p
larization component at the interface that is perpendicula
the tilt plane. Frequency-dependent data, moreover, facili
a measurement of the magnitudes of the polarization, anc
ing strength coefficient, and twist viscosity. The results ra
a number of questions. How does the interfacial polarizat
scale with polar tilt angleu i , and why doesPi vs u i appar-
ently differ from the behavior in the bulk smectic-C* phase?
Why is the interfacial polarization divided by the molecul
length approximately two orders of magnitude smaller th
the bulk polarization in the smectic-C* phase? Why is the
scaled anchoring strength coefficient (Wi /u i

2) apparently
smaller—by about one order of magnitude—than typical v
ues at a planar aligned substrate? The answers to these
tions to a great extent depend on the microscopic orien
mechanism of the rubbed polyimide, and will be the subj
of future investigations.
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